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Graduation Exercises 
August 9, 2003 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the 
next graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
Graduation 
Saturday, August 9, 2003 
11 :00 a.ni. Littlejohn Coliseuni 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Please remain standing for both the processional and invocation.) 
Invocation 
Nicole Leeanne Grubbs, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R. Helms 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Board of Visitors Graduate Teaching Assistant Award 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Frank Breazeale, Organist 
Kyle D. Dement, Soloist 
Professor Yuji Kishimoto, University Marshal 
• 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr., Chairman __________ Kiawah Island 
Louis B. Lynn, Vice Chairman Columbia 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg ... Leesville 
J. J. Britton Sumter 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. Columbia 
Thomas C. Lynch, Jr. Clemson 
Patricia H. McAbee Greenwood 
Leslie G. McCraw Greenville 
E. Smyth McKissick III Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
Robert L. Peeler Lexington 
William C. Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph D. Swann Greenville 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ________________ Greenville 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville , 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens 
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
Allen P. Wood Florence 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
and Executive Assistant to the President 
J. Thornton Kirby 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F. Barker President 
Doris R. Helms Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Benjamin W. Anderson General Counsel 
A. Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Almeda R. Jacks Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W. Kelly Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture 
Scott A. Ludlow Chief Business Officer 
Lawrence Nichols II Chief Human Resources Officer 
Terry Don Phillips Director of Athletics 
Christian E. G. Przirembel Vice President for Research 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, 
a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that 
declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the 
American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts, and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 
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Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearmg academic 
costumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell, like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the 
university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding 
institution. First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, 
masters' larger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award 
hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. 
The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) 
degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors 
are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although 
many combinations are duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only 
institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military 
regalia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad 
in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
• 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, 
through its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation 
such as commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes 
the President into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or 
speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at 
the close of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the 
University and, thus, the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic 
clublike shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's 
prehistory. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University 
in gold and the University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) 
and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the 
University President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole 
body of the institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, 
and carnelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most 
acclaimed goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were 
executed by the late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was 
executed by the late Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
KwameOwusu-Edusei __________________________________ ~ Accra, Ghana 
B.S., University of Science & Technology-Kumasi; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effect of Social Amenities on Property Values in Greenville, South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. M. Espey 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Yavuz Mazlum ------------------------------------ Trabzon, Turkey 
B.S., Karadeniz Technical University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Ecology and Culture of Procambmus acutus <1Cutus 
Advisor: Dr. A.G. Eversole 
Biochemistry 
Luminita Pojoga Bucharest, Romania 
B.S., University of Bucharest 
Dissertation: Modulation of Endothelial Purinoceprors and ATP Requiring Enzymes by AP4A and Other Adenylated Dinucleotides 
Advisor: Dr. R. H. Hilderman 
Food Technology 
Jorge Mario Fonseca Alajuela, Costa Rica 
B.S., B.S., M.S., University of Costa Rica; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Environmental and Post-Production Factors Affecting Content and Stability of Parthenolide in Feverfew 
Advisor: Dr. J. W. Rushing 
Genetics 
F~renceTeuk ________________________________ Pyrene~Atlantiqu~,hanu 
D.E.A., University of Montpellier 
Dissertation: Engineering of Designed Fiber Proteins for Fi her Protein Structures Function Studies 
Advisor: Dr. A. G. Abbott 
LinhaiZhang _____________________________________ ~Gansu,China 
B.S., Lanzhou University 
Dissertation: Development and Analysis of Microsatellitc Mmkers for RL)SC Genetic Mapping 
Advisor: Dr. R. E. Ballard 
Microbiology 
Jianfei Ji Shenyang, China 
B.S., Beijing Agriculture University; M.S., Chinese Acrldemy of Sciences 
Dissertation: Glycosylphosphatidylimositol (GPI) anchored Interleukin z (IL-Z) and Interleukin 12 (IL-12) Cloning, Expression and 
Application in Melanoma Xmmunotherapy 
Advisor: Dr. Y. Wei 
Nutrition 
Alaeldein Abudabos __________________________________ Irbid, Jordan 
B.S., Jordan University of Science & Technology; M.S., University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Dissertation: Intestinal Phytase Activity and Phosphorus Utilization 
Advisor: Dr. D. V. Maurice 
Plant Physiology 
Sandra Lowry Gray _____________________________________ Seneca, SC 
B.A., Winthrop University 
Dissertation: Integrative Model for Drug Discovery: Bench-top Bioassays 
Advisor: Dr. N. D. Camper 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Management 
AhmetSemiliOzkul~~~~~~----------------------------Ankara,Tmkey 
B.S., M.S., Istanbul Technical University 
Dissertation: The Impact of Batching on Supply Chain Costs in a Schedule Sharing Environment 
Advisor: Dr. J. S. Davis 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Chemistry 
Alwyn Baldado Anfone Dumaguete City, Philippines 
B.S., Silliman University 
Dissertation: Evaluation of Radio Frequency Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectrometry in the Elemental Quantitative Analysis 
of Solid 
Advisor: Dr. R. K. Marcus 
William Clay Davis Savannah, GA 
B.S., Georgia Southern University 
Dissertation: Innovations in Glow Discharge Technologies: Development of the Liquid Sampling Atmospheric Pressure Glow 
Discharge (LS-APGD) Micro-Plasma and Use of Particle Bean Glow Discharge for Optical and Mass Spectrometry 
Advisor: Dr. R. K. Marcus 
KefuFu _______________________________________ Hunan,China 
B.S., Tongji University 
Dissertation: Carbon Nanomaterials 
Advisor: Dr. Y. P. Sun 
EmilyWillcox~ichae~ ~--------------------------------Greenville, SC 
B.S., Saint Mary's College 
Dissertation: The Solvothermal Synthesis of III-V Nitride and II-VI Oxide Semiconductors 
Advisor: Dr. J. W. Kolis 
Civil Engineering 
Haiming Yuan ____________________________________ Zhejiang, China 
B.S., M.S., Zhejiang University 
Dissertation: CPT-based Simplified Methods for Evaluating Liquefaction Potential and Its Damaging Effects 
Advisor: Dr. C . H. Juang 
Computer Science 
Peter John Clarke Christ Church, Barbados 
B.S., University of the West Indies; M.S., State University of New York-Binghamton 
Dissertation: A Taxonomy of Classes to Support Integration Testing and the Mapping of Classes to Implementation-Based Testing 
Techniques 
Advisor: Dr. B. A. Malloy 
Electrical Engineering 
Sukumar Makarand Brahma Crujarat, India 
B.E., Gujarat University; M.Tech., Indian Institute of Technology-Bombay 
Dissertation: Development of an Adaptive Protection Scheme for Power Distribution Systems with High Penetration of Distributed 
Generation 
Advisor: Dr. A. A. Girgis 
Mohammed Fakhruddin Dhaka, Bangladesh 
B.S., M.S. , University of Dhaka; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Processing and Characterization of High Performance Gate Dielectric Material by Rapid Photothermal Process Based 
Atomic Layer Deposition (ALO) System 
Advisor: Dr. R. Singh 
Engineering Mechanics 
Cristian Daniel Ianculescu Bucharest, Romania 
B.S., M.S., Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest 
Dissertation: Iterative Solution of Exterior Helmholtz Problems with Exact Non-Reflecting Boundary Conditions on Distributed 
Memory Systems 
Advisor: Dr. L. L. Thompson 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Patcharawadee Suwanathada Samut Prakan, Thailand 
B.S., Mahidol University; M.S., Chulalongkorn University 
Dissertation: Development of an Energy Dispersive K X-ray Fluorescence System for Quantification of Mercury 
Advisor: Dr. T . A. Devol 
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Industrial Engineering 
Shannon Raye Bowling Rocky Gap, VA 
B.S., Bluefield State College; M.S., East Tennessee State University 
Dissertation: Evaluating the Use of Prior Information Under Different Pacing Conditions on Aircraft Inspection Performance: The 
Use of Virtual Reality Technology 
Advisor: Dr. A. K. Gramopadhye 
Mohammad Turki Khasawneh Irbid, Jordan 
B.S., M.S., Jordan University of Science & Technology 
Dissertation: Modeling and Performance Assessment of Humans in Hybrid Systems: Trust Measurement and Inspection System 
Performance 
Advisor: Dr. A. K. Gramopadhye 
Apichai Ritvirool ____________________________________ Phrae, Thailand 
B.Eng., Chiangmai University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Coordinated Buyer-Vendor Inventory Systems 
Advisor: Dr. W. G. Ferrell, Jr. 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Weijie Huang ___________________________________ -'--- Hefei, China 
B.S., Beijing Normal University; M.S., Xiamen University 
Dissertation: Solubilization of Carbon Hanotubes 
Advisor: Dr. Y. P. Sun 
Mathematical Sciences 
Louis Ndzelen Ntasin, ________________________________ Kumbo-Bui, Cameroon 
B.S., Ahmadu Bello University; M.S., University of Ibadan 
Dissertation: A Posteriori Error Estimation and Adaptive Computation of Viscoelastic Fluid Flow 
Advisor: Dr. V. J. Ervin 
V~giniaMariaRodr~ues ________________________________ PortoAkgre, Brazil 
B.S., M.S., Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul 
Dissertation: Multivariate Polynomials: Irreducibility and Grobner Bases 
Advisor: Dr. X. Gao 
LawrenceKellyWate~ __________________________________ Savannah,GA 
B.S., B.S., Armstrong State College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Parallel Implementation of the Glowinski-Pironneau Algorithm for the Modified Stokes Problem 
Advisor: Dr. C. L. Cox 
Mechanical Engineering 
Heather Lynn McClusky Hilton Head Island, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Influence of Axial Flow on the Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer in Decaying, Swirling Flow in a Pipe 
Advisor: Dr. D. A. Zumbrunnen 
Adrian Mircea Mistreanu Iasi, Romania 
M.S., Polytechnical Institute of Iasi 
Dissertation: Large Scale Computational Methodology for Simulation in the Intake System of a VS Rarecore Engine 
Advisor: Dr. J. H. Leylek 
Physics 
B.S., Winona State University; M.S., University of Kansas 
Dissertation: Gravity Assist and Scattering of AGB Stars Off Molecular Clouds 
Advisor: Dr. D. D. Clayton 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Career and Technology Education 
Patricia A. Evans Pendleton, SC 
B.S., M.S., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation: Establishing the Need of, and Development of, A Comprehensive Competency List Used to Design an Equine Science 
Curriculum for Secondary School Agricultural Programs 
Advisor: Dr. C. D. White, Sr. 
K~eniOm~daNj~i----------------------------------~Chub,Ken~ 
B.S., M.S., Louisiana State University & Agricultural & Mechanical College 
Dissertation: Students'Attitudes Towards Web-based Learning Resources 
Advisor: Dr. C. H. Isbell 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Sarah Omar Abdulkarim Clemson, SC 
B.A., King Saud University; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Journey to Literacy: A Case Study of One Kindergarten Teacher's Approach to Early Literacy Instruction 
Advisor: Dr. C. G. Weatherford 
Cheryl Olivia Lane Kingstree, SC 
B.A., Coker College; M.A., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Predictor Variables of Academic Success for First~time Freshman at Clemson University 
Advisor: Dr. W. H. Leonard 
Mary Christina Pennington -------------------------------- Anderson, SC 
B.A., Clemson University; M.Ed., The Citadel 
Dissertation: How Middle School Science Teachers Use Trade Books in the Classroom 
Advisor: Dr. V. G. Ridgeway 
Educational Leadership 
Teresa Helen Carter Statesboro, GA 
B.S., M.Ed., Georgia Southern University 
Dissertation: An Analysis of Public School Administrator Perceptions and Attitudes Toward Technology Based Education 
Advisor: Dr. R. L. Blackbourn 
Jeanine Ann Ward~Roof Easley, SC 
B.S., Ohio University; M.A., Bowling Green State University 
Dissertation: Study of Transfer Students' Grade Point Ratio, Gender, Ethnicity, Number of Hours Transferred/Academic Status, 
College Enrolled, Transfer Institution and Age 
Advisor: Dr. R. L. Blackbourn 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Andrea Sanders Canberg Mt Pleasant, SC 
B.A., University of Colorado~ Boulder; M.Ed., Georgia College & State University 
Dissertation: The Influence of Perceived Innovation Attributes on the Adoption of Outdoor Adventure Leadership Degree Programs 
by American Colleges and Universities 
Advisor: Dr. G. W. Burnett 
Chih~Liang Chao Taiwan, China 
B.A., M.A., National Chung Hsing University 
Dissertation: Off~Site Benefits of Recreation to Participants: An Assessment of Psychophysiological Effects 
Advisor: Dr. K. F. Backman 
Nelson Lee Cooper Raleigh, NC 
B.S., North Carolina State University; M.A., East Carolina University 
Dissertation: Resilliency Development of Incarcerated Youth Through Outcome~ Based Recreation Experiences 
Advisor: Dr. L. R. Allen 
Marsha Durham Loda Augusta, GA 
B.A., M.A., University of Memphis 
Dissertation: The Communicative Effect of Message Presentation and Sequencing on Tourist Destination Selection 
Advisor: Dr. W . C. Norman 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Teresa L. Ford __________ Westminster, SC Mindy West Sandifer __________ Easley, SC 
Elizabeth Ann Hill Beaver Falls, PA Erin Rae Strickland Belton, SC 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Francis Chisolm Beckham _______ Florence, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Wilder Nelson Ferreira _________ Goias, Brazil Huiyan Lin ___________ Chongqing, China 
Animal Physiology 
Dhanunjaya Reddy Gaddam _____ Nellore, India 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Michelle Schevon Duncan Newnan, GA 
Entomology 
Daniel Wayne Carnagey Miller, MO 
Environmental Toxicology 
Faith Elizabeth Wiley Chester, SC 
Genetics 
Sandra Ellen Medel _________ Miami, FL 
Microbiology 
Robert Eugene Domine ________ Easley, SC 
Packaging Science 
Melissa Ann Paulk Campbell ______ Columbia, SC Matthew Foreman Ellis _______ North Augusta, SC 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
William Franklin Jordan Easley, SC 
Zoology 
Russell Finley Brown ________ Anderson, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Sara Elizabeth Ashworth ________ Rock Hill, SC John Eaton Nicholson _________ Columbus, OH 
Maurie Rae Duderstadt Fredericksburg, TX Jefferson Ashley Olmert Greer, SC 
Shae Suzanne Hensley Odessa, TX Tyler Armistead Smyth John's Island, SC 
Mark Stephen Kuhlmann Sumter, SC Maxie Lee Welsh Darlington, SC 
Yuan Lin Renqiu, China Jihu Zheng Shanghai, China 
Scott James Meade Prosperity, SC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Soumya Ananthanarayanan _______ Mumbai, India Rajeev Girish Shah ________ Ahmedabad, India 
Debasree Das Gupta Calcutta, India Yi Zhu Chongqing, China 
Jefferson Ashley Olmert Greer, SC 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Jarrett Scott Keim---------- Atlanta, GA Kevin Gene Sell. __________ Silver Grove, KY 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Visual Arts 
Virginia Girard Bank·------ Wilmington, DE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Cr ri Lynn C11rter ---------Wesuninster, C Jam · Eric Rome ·burg __________ Akron, OH 




Niles Stefan Illich ___________ Dallas, TX Claire Michelle Wilson ______ Nottingham, England 
Professional Communication 
Kelly Nicole Spencer Middleburg, FL 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Edward Kevin Able _________ Greenwood, SC Laura Felissa Pardo ________ San Jose, Costa Rica 
Brenna Theresa Abrams Joanna, SC Jennifer Auker Schlansker Anderson, IN 
Jon William Dukes Lexington, SC Levent N. Sencan Ankara, Turkey 
Timothy Allen DuPont Toledo, OH Jana Marie Spurgeon Simpsonville, SC 
Raul Alejandro Echenique Rivera Santiago, Chile Sonja Arlene Thomas Spartanburg, SC 
Henri Pierre Gufrinck Riverside, CA Wayne Louis Vafiadis Neptune, NJ 
Paul Andrew Howland Canton, GA Heather Kimberly Webber Boiling Springs, SC 
Cheryl Ottinger Lang Newport, TN William Hicks Yancey Alcoa, TN 
John Brandon MacMillan Savannah, GA 
MASTER OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 
Qiu Yuan ___________ Beijing, China 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Amanda Caryn Abrams ________ Spartanburg, SC Jamin Davis McCallum _________ Hatfield, PA 
Heather Liana Barnes Irmo, SC Augustus Alexander McLean IV Greenville, SC 
Jill Bedenbaugh Newberry, SC Cory Michael Ouellette Southington, CT 
Nichole Cayton Hanover, MA Jason Paul Phillips Starr, SC 
Jared Marshall Cost Grafton, WV Julie Barr Plexico Barnwell, SC 
Renee Marie Fusco Augusta, GA Brandon Thomas Powell Ware Shoals, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Gill Greenville, SC Stephanie Leigh Satterfield Simpsonville, SC 
Joy F. Helmke Greenville, SC Megan Claire Scott Florence, SC 
Thomas Alan Henrikson, Jr. Beaufort, SC Robert Williams Slaughter III Mt Olive, NC 
Charles Edward Holland Ware Shoals, SC Yue Zhu Shanghai, China 
Edward Thomas Holt, Jr. West Palm Beach, FL 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the ·University of South Carolina.) 
Amber J. Lange Thawville, IL 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Calin Gheorghe Arcalean _______ Bistrita, Romania Ioana Cosmina Schiopu ______ Tarnaveni, Romania 
Christopher Marshall Clapp Flemington, NJ Octavian G. Vasilescu Bucuresti, Romania 
Ali Kabasakal Fethiye, Turkey Timothy Joseph Wiater Simpsonville, SC 
Christine Renae Kraft Elizabeth, IN 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Linda Jean McMullen _________ Kingston, NC Justin Matthew Owens _________ Marietta, PA 
Heather Mary Olson South Barrington, IL Abigail K. Stephenson Augusta, GA 
Applied Sociology 
Amy Elizabeth Daniels ________ Spartanburg, SC Schuyler Drew Wareham _______ Martinsville, IN 
Graphic Communications 
Emily Rebecca Fant __________ Topsham, ME Benjamin Alan Freeman _______ Valley Head, AL 
Industrial Management 
David Marion Dulaney ________ Santa Claus, IN Onur Yaprak ____________ Istanbul, Turkey 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Civil Engineering 
Eric Kurtz Hartman --------- Denver, NC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Arpita Bhattacharyya ________ Guwahati, India Swadeep Pillarisetti ------- Andhra Pradesh, India 
Claude A. Lobo Pune, India Matthew Gary Poeta Greer, SC 
Anupama Natarnjan Madrn , India Elizabeth Anne Roth Huntsville, AL 




Deepesh Mathur Jodhpur, India 
Chemical Engineering 
Benjamin Walter Bolt Greenville, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Matthew Israel Cannon _______ Hendersonville, NC Mary Katherine Phillips _________ Savannah, GA 
Nikhil Vidyadhar Deshpande Pune, India Christopher Pruitt Lexington, SC 
Joshua Brady Hamby West Union, SC Khaldoun Muhammad Shatanawi Amman, Jordan 
Deepa Shrinivas Kulkarni Pune, India Feipeng Xiao Shenzhen City, China 
Vidyanand Padmaprabhu Bangalore, India 
Computer Engineering 
Praveen Kumar Appani ________ Warangal, India Francis George Shorter III ________ Charleston, SC 
Vijayakrishna Basettihalli Bangalore, India Dale Anthony Whitchurch St Louis, MO 
Ryan Wesley Hanks Spartanburg, SC 
Computer Science 
Srdan Babic _____________ Allegany, NY Koushik Sinha ____________ Calcutta, India 
Joel Edward Denny Sumter, SC Prakash Sodhani )hark.hand, India 
Rakesh P. Gidwani Nashik, India Yu Sun Chongqing, China 
Anshul Gupta Ujjain, India Ejaz Ahmed Syed Vijayawada, India 
Christina Abraham Malayil Kerala, India Abhishek Rajendra Tripathi Indore, India 
Kenneth Anthony Pestka Kenosha, WI Andrew Louis Weiner Greenville, SC 
Kumara Raja Sadaram Hyderabad, India Ye Yang Clemson, SC 
Kishore K. Senji Andra Pradesh, India Amulya Yarlagadda Hyderabad, India 
Ankit Shirishkumar Shah Gujarat, India 
Electrical Engineering 
Adam Patrick Baier __________ Wexford, PA Jitesh N. Shah _________ Visakhapatnam, India 
Robert Andrew Barnett Simpsonville, SC Uday Thiyyagura Clemson, SC 
Dien K. Nguyen Savannah, GA Pradipta Kumar Tripathy Rourkela, India 
Jeremy Paul Rudbeck Simpsonville, SC Aarthi Venkateshan Coimbatore, India 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Angela Lyn Allen ___________ Cle~son, SC Michael Ryan Goforth __________ Lilburn, GA 
Geoffrey Kelly Chambers Mt Pleasant, SC Heidi Eichinger Holder Iowa City, IA 
Siew,Ching Chin Sarawak, Malaysia Kevin Joseph Reardon Greer, SC 
Rebecca Marie Cline Kalamazoo, MI Anja Schank Primstal, Germany 
Anna Campbell Franklin Anderson, SC Aurelie Marie, France Soreefan Lille, France 
H ydrogeology 
Erik Martin Goldman __________ Central, SC Heather Paige Schweninger _______ Pittsburgh, PA 
Industrial Engineering 
Pallavi Dharwada ________ Andhra Pradesh, India Chaehwa Lee _____________ Ulsan, Korea 
Stephen Jebaraj Madras, India Santosh Nair Mumbai, India 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Wei Wang Henan, China 
Mathematical Sciences 
Yang An _______________ Xian, China Nadine Gaertner ________ Kaiserslautern, Germany 
Jamie Len Burnham LaGrange, GA Weijia Ji Tianjin, China 
Sharmistha Chakrabarti Kolkata, India Yihai Liu Hunan, China 
Bing Cui Anshan, China 
Mechanical Engineering 
Balajee Ananthasayanam _______ Tamil Nadu, India Prashanth Krishna Madabushi _____ Hyderabad, India 
Miranda Mcfarren Baladi North Augusta, SC Pamela Ann McDowell Frederica, DE 
Arvind Reddy Battula Nuzividu, India Chaitanya Nandula Kurnool, India 
David Nicholas Cowart Savannah, GA Mohan Rathinasabapathy Tamil Nadu, India 
Mohsen Dadfarnia Yazd, Iran Shivaram Sanka Hyderabad, India 
Anne Delmotte Douai, France Hengbin Zhang Henan, China 
Matthew Louis Grier Sandy Run, SC 
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer Science 
Gaurang Narasimhan _________ Bangalore, India Gaurav Sharma __________ Chandigarh, India 
Mihir Anil Oka Pune, India 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Lori Lynn Brownlee~ Brewton _______ Iva, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Clifford Wayne Bailey __________ Tampa, FL Karen Terry Rhodes __________ Anderson, SC 
Belinda Elise Brownlee La France, SC lneka Ann Roberts Aiken, SC 
Reshauna T enille Cobb Columbia, SC Jennifer Brooke Sarratt Anderson, SC 
Annette Cohen Greenville, SC Kimberly Dawn Shelton Whitmire, SC 
Jason Lewis Eller Tamassee, SC Samantha Elizabeth Taylor Kershaw, SC 
Kendra Beebe Farr Anderson, SC Monica Alyssa Wills Powdersville, SC 
Marta Michele McGough Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Travis James Blizzard _________ Greenwood, SC Maureen Marie Kelly __________ Buffalo, NY 
Wesley David Dove Anderson, SC Donald Scott Sams Anderson, SC 
Bradley Neil Griffith Pendleton, SC Neal Tyler Vincent Kershaw, SC 
James Lowell Haynes Six Mile, SC Faye Yolanda Wright Abbeville, SC 
Counselor Education 
Tiffany Lynn Burby ________ West Hartford, CT Jennifer Marie Pack __________ Summerton, SC 
Claire McCorquodale Cappio Greenville, SC Monica Lynn Perez Clearwater, FL 
Amanda Crane Cox Greenville, SC Elizabeth Susan Pond Seneca, SC 
Jason Lee Croy Bluefield, WV Cynthia Susanne Sanders Elberton, GA 
Heidi Anne Giddy Holland, MI Kena La Shae Steeple Seneca, SC 
Jessica Carey Griggs Florence, SC Amy Catherine Tierney Greenville, SC 
Winston Eric Holton Thomasville, GA Veretha Hill Wardlaw Abbeville, SC 
Leslie Mishea Kerr Spartanburg, SC Deborah Lynn West Piedmont, SC 
Jeremy Chad King Williamston, SC Artrice Leigh Williams Anderson, SC 
Anna Lacy Littlejohn Iva, SC 
Elementary Education 
Jane Ellen Coble __________ Simpsonville, SC Kinsley Blair Hughes __________ Buford, GA 
Sally Ann Ferguson Kershaw, SC Jennifer Elizabeth Satkowski Barnwell, SC 
Reading 
Kristal Kelley Dickson _________ Walhalla, SC Larissa Jean Martincic __________ Queens, NY 
Megan Dooley Fuller Simpsonville, SC Dennise Kathleen Peagler Charlotte, NC 
Julie Denise Long Newberry, SC Kerri Marlene Price Seneca, SC 
Secondary Education 
Bryan Anthony Clevenger _______ Newberry, SC Bryan Eugene Woody _________ Greenville, SC 
Alicia Farr Clinger Easley, SC Cynthia Elaine Woody Greenville, SC 
Fonda Williams Dyar Seneca, SC 
Special Education 
Lisa Marie Chase _________ Grand Rapids, MI Jennifer Marie Vaughan ________ Anderson, SC 
Danielle Keelan Paramus, NJ 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
S. Ann Derrick Parnell _______ Prosperity, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Jennifer Diane Carson ________ Port Angeles, WA Connilyn Fe Handog __________ Greenville, SC 
Kelly Jean Golden Chambersburg, PA 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Digital Production Arts 
Marc Henry Bryant _________ Echirolles, France Sara Rebecca Johnson __________ Sumter, SC 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
CAL VIN LEE SCHOUL TIES, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
Keisha Royelle Davis __________ Lynchburg, SC Brittany Luann Wright _________ Swansea, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Biological Sciences and English 
Lindsey Diana Bach Columbia, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Curtis Michael Moss, Jr. _________ Cameron, SC James Scott Turner ----------- Shelby, NC 
James Bethea Taylor Columbia, SC Raleigh Oriole Ward III Effingham, SC 
Agricultural Education 
Justin Meakin Gilreath _______ Travelers Rest, SC Kathryn Mae Hulse _________ Summerville, SC 
Anna Elizabeth Harris Fair Play, SC *Abbie Lynne Treadwell Belton, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Justin Eugene Shorter Manning, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Christina Annalisa Belcher _________ Easley, SC *Christie Ellen Mayo __________ Lexington, SC 
*Elizabeth Lee Cuttino Sumter, SC Ryan Matthew Ramsey Chesapeake, VA 
*Caroline Marie Jarrell Estill, SC ***Jessica Brooke Wingfield Athens, GA 
John Michael Johnson, Jr. Kinards, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Joshua Bryant Byrd----------- Pickens, SC Cheryl Lynn Mazell _________ Summerville, SC 
Biological Sciences 
*Sundeep Kumar Dabra ________ Charleston, SC Yashica Davette Moore __________ Chester, SC 
Amanda Kathleen Elrod Summerville, SC **Sarah Morar Knoxville, TN 
Otis Ishmel Holloman Bishopville, SC Jason Hwang Perey Charleston, SC 
Mary Elizabeth Laughridge Greer, SC Jonathan Michael Shank Anderson, SC 
Johnisha Betonya Lockhart Pageland, SC 
Entomology 
**Karen Bader Burton ________ Clemson, SC 
Food Science 
Margaret Chiffon Gary ________ Florence, SC 
Forest Resource Management 
*Lewis Franklin Lowery III Rock Hill, SC 
Horticulture 
Brett Herbert Link __________ Columbia, SC Matthew Ryan Smith _________ Piedmont, SC 
Microbiology 
Cameron Cole Mcllwain Bristol, TN --------
Packaging Science 
John Myers Allen ____________ Fairfax, VA Perry Louis Fields ___________ Clemson, SC 
Christopher Philip Clarke Pineville, SC Lauren Amber Glosson Alpharetta, GA 
Julia Walker Crawley Seneca, SC Christopher James Gullic Greenville, SC 
Christopher Evan Dean Stone Mountain, GA William Bledsoe Hawkins IV Dillon, SC 
Pre-professional Studies 
Jefferson Garrett Bigby __________ Duncan, SC Charles Thomas Skelton _________ Florence, SC 
***Sara Holland Cooper Rock Hill, SC Michal Lyn Thompson Marion, SC 
**Jessica Rae Eppinette Walterboro, SC Jessica Maria White Florence, SC 
**Karen Ann Mehlman Mauldin, SC 
Turfgrass 
Brent Neil Jackson _________ Green Sea, SC 
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• 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JANICE CERVELLI SCHACH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Lisa Michelle Donald. __________ Greenville, SC Matthew James Garvin ________ Cincinnati, OH 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
John Alexander White Clover, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Communication Studies 
Devanie Nicole Bridges _________ Riverdale, GA Amanda Louise Lusk ___________ Utica, NY 
Jamilia Naquilia Brown York, SC Charles David Rainey, Jr. Bethesda, MD 
Linda Jane Gilbert Central, SC Lindsey Renee Romberger Simpsonville, SC 
Jeremy Donald Gregory Moore, SC Edward Vincent Smith Greer, SC 
*Janelle Ann Lipscomb Jackson, MS Milton Demetrios Stratos II Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jessica Lauren Lonergan Newnan, GA Emily Coryn Sturm Spartanburg, SC 
English 
Austin Emory Beck __________ Richmond, VA Elizabeth Graham McKee _______ Spartanburg, SC 
Jeanne Thompson Bross Columbia, SC Michelle Christine Newell Simpsonville, SC 
John Jordan Gatling Columbia, SC Bethany Lynn Rainey Greenville, SC 
Meredith Ann Giordano Hilton Head Island, SC Drew Eric Schneider Aiken, SC 
Tara Michele Hanshaw Anderson, SC Micah Ryan Vickery Anderson, SC 
History 
Robert Gordon Anderson III _________ York, SC Neil Edward Penttila _________ Woodbridge, VA 
**Amanda Elizabeth Beck Loveland, OH Zachary Newton Taylor Marietta, GA 
Phares Elwood Chatham IV Sumter, SC Will Zeigler Thompson Easley, SC 
Francis Beatty Drayton III Charleston, SC **Vivian Kimi Tozaki Greenville, SC 
Dana Kirsten Edwards Simpsonville, SC Jason Chapman Wells Greenville, SC 
Gary Avery Nichols Bridgeton, NJ 
Language and International Trade 
*Tina Gayle Becker _________ Summerville, SC Laura Kathryn Seay ____________ Greer, SC 
Amy Lee Gerhiser Taylors, SC Marc Everett Thompson Berlin, NJ 
*Mary Frances Meredith Greenville, SC Kathryn Denise Willoughby Seneca, SC 
John Dustin Robinson Anderson, SC **Alisa Catherine Wombacher Mason, OH 
Charles David Rodgers Abbeville, SC 
Modern Languages 
Erin Elizabeth Caldwell _________ Pageland, SC Samuel Lawton Davis _________ Anderson, SC 
Philosophy 
Michael Christopher Coffman ___ Fort Walton Beach, FL Daniel G. Fisher ____________ Voorhees, NJ 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Communication Studies and Spanish 
***Marie Paret Kessler Lawrenceville, GA 
English and History 
Keyshannia Lynette Wright ______ Marion, SC 
History and Political Science 
James Williams Hellams, Jr. Pendleton, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Trent Adam Rhymer Stone Mountain, GA 
Design 
Amanda Suzanne Bass __________ Hilliard, OH James Douglas Quarles III ________ Augusta, GA 
*Robert Coleman Hellams Lexington, SC 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
JERRY EUGENE TRAPNELL, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Oskar Karl Bringsved ________ Lidkoping, Sweden Kirk Huggins Rogers __________ Florence, SC 
Ben Connor Dantzler III Elloree, SC 
Political Science 
Amanda Hope Becker ________ New Orleans, LA Marcus Barrett Hodge ________ Spartanburg, SC 
Craig Colin Crolley Myrtle Beach, SC Benjamin Ray Jensen Ogden, UT 
Natasha Dandridge Ridgeville, SC April Frances McGill Spartanburg, SC 
Clayton Lynn Freeland Lawrenceville, GA Eric Alan Taylor Greenville, SC 
Sarah Joan Hammond Camden, SC William Wentworth Wash Greenville, SC 
*Rebecca Ruth Harmon Greenwood, SC 
Psychology 
Jeffrey Louis Abeles __________ Marietta, GA Rebecca Mae Messersmith _______ Beltsville, MD 
Jenny Noel Hunt Charleston, SC Suzanne Kimberly Mondello Goose Creek, SC 
Carina Eyve Lilly Leesburg, VA 
Sociology 
Douglas Christian Adams ________ Rock Hill, SC Bronson Cyrus Smith. ________ Boiling Springs, SC 
Matthew Dale Kramer Abington, MA Stephanie Nicole Watson Greenville, SC 
Nichole Leigh Miner Greer, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Economics and English 
Peter Mitchell Scott IV ________ Raleigh, NC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Erin Marie Dralle ___________ Beaufort, SC Foster Allen Rodwell ________ Myrtle Beach, SC 
Economics 
Thomas Jay Ingle __________ Aiken, SC 
Financial Management 
Jason Michael Allara __________ Columbia, SC Cameron Charles McGinnis _____ Boiling Springs, SC 
Aaron Michael Barthel Des Plaines, IL Kelly Lynn Murdaugh Walterboro, SC 
Kevin James Braddock Pt Pleasant Beach, NJ David Morrison Phillips Newnan, GA 
Frederick Carl Doran III Worcester, MA Garrett John Rush Pittstown, NJ 
Jason Willard Dorriety Florence, SC Corey Alexander Schlise Rock Hill, SC 
Jarrod Todd Faloon Wexford, PA Michael Madden Skelton New Fairfield, CT 
Cody Aaron Hutmaker Charleston, SC Charles Engle Smith Thorofare, NJ 
Matthew Thomas Jones Charlotte, NC Jason Alan West Atlanta, GA 
Graphic Communications 
*Katherine Dilworth Clarke _________ Irmo, SC *Richard Matthew Parker _______ Goose Creek, SC 
Jessica Leigh Downey Upland, CA Darshana Ajit Patel Clemson, SC 
Christopher Joseph Giambarrese Midland Park, NJ Debby Annette Price Beaufort, SC 
Patricia Lee Ann Hartman Clemson, SC Robert Coy Ralley Darlington, SC 
Leonard Malvern Newcomb IV Norfolk, VA Kristy Lynn Wheeler Anderson, SC 
Industrial Management 
Bryan Edward Phelps Stamford, CT 
Management 
Allison Rebecca Bagnal ________ Spartanburg, SC Candace Nicole James ___________ Cope, SC 
Amanda Carol Baughcome Spartanburg, SC Mark Alan Johnson Atlanta, GA 
Angela Maria Bocchicchia Sumter, SC Brandon Ryan Liner Easley, SC 
Robert Leland Brissie, Jr. Greenville, SC Kai Martel Maull Lewes, DE 
Brian Richard Buzun Atlanta, GA *Tirzah Kristen-Elizabeth McMillan Aiken, SC 
Tonya Michele Chenault Surfside Beach, SC David Hood Mitchell III York, SC 
Michael Joseph Conroy Greenville, SC Stephen Kingsley Noel Hendersonville, NC 
Kenneth Bledsoe Cosgrove Greenville, SC Natalie Michelle Odom Aiken, SC 
Richard Kyle DeJong Greer, SC Daniel Giacinta Pascazio Summerville, SC 
Brooke Rene Faber Simpsonville, SC Charles Brett Putnam Six Mile, SC 
Christopher John Falatok Spartanburg, SC Joseph Chad Radcliffe Sumter, SC 
Kimberly Lynn Gault Fountain Inn, SC Glen Morris Rice III Batesburg, SC 
Dwayne Hughes Gilbert Greenville, SC Brett Newell Rountree Jacksonville, FL 
Brian Patrick Groc chel Hilton Head Hand, SC We ley Earl Sander Knoxville, TN 
William Travis Hall Ea ·ley, SC Jo eph Charle Schinck Taylors, SC 




Lisa Jennifer Smith __________ Walterboro, SC Aimee Mattea Whitlock __________ Liberty, SC 
Ryan Kendall Smith Orlando, FL Jonathan David Williams Greenville, SC 
Sean Christopher Tyner Easley, SC Wesley Bryan Wilson Silver Spring, MD 
Peter Andras Warczyglowa Columbia, SC 
Marketing 
Melissa Jean-Marie Black _________ Union, SC Natalie Rae Leuck __________ Burlington, NC 
Valerie Jean Budzinski Scotch Plains, NJ Christopher James Lina ugh Downingtown, PA 
Annie Caggiano Columbia, SC Stephanie Lynn Lowe Fountain Inn, SC 
Molly Louise Caldwell Simpsonville, SC William Theiss McAllister Spartanburg, SC 
Erin Catherine Callihan Myrtle Beach, SC Timothy Mark McCrory Greenville, SC 
David Andrew Carson Roanoke, VA Christopher Leslie Metler Seneca, SC 
Willie James Coates, Jr. Saluda, SC Christopher Hopkins Minor Greenwood, SC 
Carlos Reshod Coleman Gaffney, SC Allison Kay Moore Palm Beach Gardens, FL 
Charles Gordon Cooper Florence, SC Stephen Nicholas Ranieri Rochester, NY 
Ryan David Crawford Honea Path, SC Melissa Eugena Rathz Six Mile, SC 
Amy Belinda Dorsey Anderson, SC Kimberly Denise Riley Edgefield, SC 
Tyler Kenneth Drake Anderson, SC Rebecca Marie Ruehlmann Greenville, SC 
Richard Lartigue Garick, Jr. Orangeburg, SC Ross Macdonald Sanders Ill Frogmore, SC 
Dean Anthony Givens Columbia, SC Kathryn Elizabeth-Leigh Simmons Great Falls, VA 
*Rebecca Ruth Harmon Greenwood, SC Cody Erin Thompson Fountain Inn, SC 
Gonzalo Javier Huertas Del Pino Charlotte, NC ***Caroline Michelle Williams Charleston, SC 
Stacey Camille Jenerette Conway, SC Daniel Clint Winchester Walhalla, SC 
Brian Evan Jenkins North Wales, PA Lindsay Michelle Wine Myrtle Beach, SC 
Robert Michael Jones, Jr. Columbia, SC *Alexis Ann Woosley Atlanta, GA 
Darren Randall Keener Franklin, NC 
Political Science 
Roy Gash Clayton, Jr. _______ Spartanburg, SC 
Psychology 
Andrea McAlister Anderson ________ Easley, SC Spencer Davis Langley _________ Greenville, SC 
Fredrick Lamar Arthur Westminster, SC Leslie Morgan Love Gaffney, SC 
Marcus Joseph Colicelli Newark, NJ Katharine Anne Packard Arlington, VA 
*Amii Melissa C ' rhisiero Winston-Salem, NC Brandee Daye Sloan Seneca, SC 
Stacy Leigh Cran'-' West Union, SC Bryan Kirby Smith Bishopville, SC 
Timothy Darrell Fuchs Washington, DC *Ana Stiglic Johannesburg, South Africa 
Robert Douglas Kindel Simpsonville, SC 
Sociology 
W illiam C linton Conner _________ Six Mile, SC William Jeremy Van Allen _______ Townville, SC 
Meghan Eileen McCoy Long Valley, NJ Bradley Eugene Yoder Atlanta, GA 
Virginia Adelaide Nichols Murrell's Inlet, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINA TH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Computer Science 
**Kim Haeran Manning _______ Clemson, SC 
Geology 
James Thomas Johnston IV ______ Charleston, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
Meredith Leigh Sherbert Roebuck, SC 
Ceramic Engineering 
John Russell Gross McClellanville, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Olivia Brocato Orr Spartanburg, SC 
Chemistry 
*Joseph Randall Esterley _________ Sumter, SC *Ryan Lee White ___________ Walhalla, SC 
Laura Holley Fuller Taylors, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Michael Paul Oarove _______ ___ Acton, MA Willie m Travis McDowell _ ______ Spartanburg, SC 
Ln hean Liwson Summerton, SC Brandy Lee Strickland Charleston, SC 
Jnsrm Robert Lott impsonville, SC 
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Computer Engineering 
Sebastian Gerau __________ Dresden, Germany Douglas Russell Harris ________ Goose Creek, SC 
+***Brian L. Greskamp Minneapolis, MN Ryan Matthew Seningen Myrtle Beach, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Adam Skarpness Gantt __________ Bristol, TN Sacajawea Eileen Mitchell _______ Allendale, SC 
Anthony Louis Masi Lexington, SC 
Computer Science 
Jonathan David Johnson ________ Greenville, SC Jody Burrell Newman. __________ Clemson, SC 
Erica Kolin Lee Seneca, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Torry Orenzo Dixon _________ Hartsville, SC Brian Philip Robertson __________ Liberty, SC 
Susan DeEtte Pedelty Grayson, GA 
Geology 
Felisia Ann Sims _________ Spartanburg, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Kenneth Leon Kauffman _______ Bowling Green, KY *David Manning Williams _______ Columbia, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
James Patrick Bittner __________ Clemson, SC Mia LaShandra Richardson ________ Ridgeway, SC 
Brandon Nathaniel Lyles Columbia, SC Mary Ann Sinclair Clemson, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Katherine Anne Aude __________ Gaylord, MI +*Koichiro Francis Nakamura _______ Hebron, KY 
Phillip Alan McMaster Glen Ellyn, IL 
Textile Management 
Joseph Eric Barkley _________ Oak Ridge, TN Leslie Alexander Crawford _______ Rock Hill, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT· 
LAWRENCE ROBERT ALLEN, DEAN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Nicole Caleca ____________ Alexandria, VA *Jessica Leanne Reid---------- Anderson, SC 
*Susan Alison Dickerson York, SC *Brandy Anne Wurst Anderson, SC 
**Kristen Elizabeth Eubanks Aiken, SC 
Elementary Education 
Allyson Ashley Hall _________ Greenville, SC Suzanne Lee Oliver __________ Houston, TX 
*Haley Nicole Leonhardt Union, SC Blake Anthony Pitts Clemson, SC 
Secondary Education 
*Helen Sarah Bailey __________ Greenville, SC Wesley Keith Dodgens __________ Easley, SC 
*Laura Lynn Beemer Greenville, SC **Katherine Simmons Hines Hartsville, SC 
Shenada Patrice Brunson Hartsville, SC *Misty Michelle Kwiatek Fair Play, SC 
Chad Derrick Cox Seneca, SC Heather Marie Lott Greenville, SC 
Jamie Matthew Crisp Starr, SC Curtis Aaron Turner Blairsville, GA 
Special Education 
Christina Elizabeth Brown _________ Easley, SC Jason Thomas Shaver __________ Seneca, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
Dawn Marie Cassanova _________ Greenville, SC Lindsey Anne Stevenson __________ Seneca, SC 
**Sarah Elizabeth Foard Columbia, SC Jonathan Craig Strickland Latta, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
Carrie Lynn Bridges __________ Fort Mill, SC *Alex Anthonie Hong _______ Salt Lake Cty, UT 
Nursing 
***Leigh Suzanne Shoemaker ____ Greenville, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Ryan Lee Brockington _________ Orangeburg, SC Jennifer Karen King _________ John's Island, SC 
Roy Funderburke Burch III Florence, SC Laura Bailey King Yonges Island, SC 
*Matthew Paul Clardy Piedmont, SC John Langdon Luton Aiken, SC 
Joi Tavane Cook Columbia, SC Wyman Lawton Maner Hampton, SC 
Ashleigh Elizabeth Coster Travelers Rest, SC Meredith Leigh Manning Fort Lauderdale, FL 
David Lyday Dobbins Marietta, GA Allison Walter McCants Mt Pleasant, SC 
Asher Carrington Driggers Greenville, SC * Amrah Marie Myers Columbia, SC 
Alison Marie Estes Laurens, SC Lauren Cecile Peake Anderson, SC 
**Barbara Elizabeth Feltham Pickens, SC *Lindsay Ann Pfeiffer Greenville, SC 
Lauren Angela Jumper Gilbert, SC Natalie Lane Poole Blythewood, SC 
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Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management (continued) 
Eric Walter Sikes ___________ Clearwater, FL Mark John Paul van der Linden ____ North Augusta, SC 
Champye Evan Stroman Orangeburg, SC Tabitha Rene Vasilas Anderson, SC 
Jacob Lamar Suddeth Greenville, SC **Kathleen Elizabeth Wood Davidsonville, MD 
Olympia Eve Szokol Sapphire, NC Danielle Jo Zipfel Greenwood, SC 
Science Teaching 
**Christina Marie Carroll _______ Lexington, SC 
Technology and Human Resource Development 
Brandon Guy Brock ____________ Seneca, SC Shane P. Scott------------ Anapolis, MD 
Raymond Emanuel Henderson Charlotte, NC *~Aichael Todd White Greenwood, SC 
Chad Charles Jasmin Vacherice, LA Kevin G. Youngblood Jacksonville, FL 
Chadwick Hugh Morehead Lexington, SC 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
+Departmental Honors: The graduates so designated have completed an enriched program of study designed by their departments with the approval of the Calhoun 
College Honors Program. To earn Departmental Honors students must complete an honors thesis and/or other upper division honors courses, while maintaining an 
overall grade-point ratio of 3.40 or higher. Departmental Honors graduates appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun College Honors Medallion on an orange 
and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the 
memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.0 or better grade point average. Those who are members of University recognized 
honorary societies may have the names of those societies embroidered on one side of the stole with the University seal embroidered on the other side. 
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AWARDS 
BOARD OF VISITORS GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARD 
The Graduate Teaching Assistant Award was established to recognize the valuable contributions that 
graduate teaching assistants make to the education of Clemson undergraduate students. Two individuals are 
selected each year from nominations by students and endorsed by University faculty. A bronze medallion 1s 
presented to each recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of five hundred dollars. 
BOARD OF VISITORS GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARDS FOR 2003 
THOMAS ANDREW EV ANS 
Quebec, Canada 
JEFFREY scorr VIST AD 
Grand Forks, ND 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson 
University to the member of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic achievement. All 
graduates who have completed the requirements for the bachelor's degree since the last commencement 
exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work required for graduation shall 
be eligible for consideration. 
RECIPIENT OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 




Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson ( 1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the 
Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a 
mining engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics 
·and the life of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate 
of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to 
Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural 
Affairs in Washington ( 1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in 
the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included 
his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support 
of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and 
his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son--in--law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clen1son College began in 1893 with an 
enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four--year 
curricula, supplemented by two two--year preparatory courses. Today the 
University has six rnajor academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Life Sciences, the College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, 
the College of Business and Behavioral Science, the College of Engineering 
and Science, the College of Health, Education, and Hurnan Development, and 
the Graduate School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools ( 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, 
Georgia 30033--4097; telephone number 404--679--4501) to award the Bachelor's, 
Master's, Education Specialist, and Doctor's degrees. Various curricula are 
accredited by the AACSB International (Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business), Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 
American Council for Construction Education, American Society of 
Landscape Architects, Computing Science Accreditation Board, National 
Architectural Accrediting Board, National Association of Industrial 
Technology, National Association of Schools of Art and Design, National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, 
NRPA/AALR Council on Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and 
Society of American Foresters. 
Clemson is a land.-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and 
at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is 
also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
• 
Note: Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, 
academic honors designations are based upon performance prior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of 
the University. 
********** 
First Aid A First Aid Station is located at the North entrance. 
Evacuation System Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation 
system. In the event of activation, as noted by sustained horns and strobe lights, 
please proceed to the closest available exit. Remain outside the building until fire 
officials deem the building safe to re~enter. 
No Smoking Smoking is prohibited in the seating area of Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Cigarette receptacles are provided around the outer concourse. 
• 
